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Dear Sir,

I have previously pointed out that most of the headings and subheadings were missing in the manuscript. These were corrected in the last version I received but missing again in this version.

The headings missing are:

- The sub-headings in the abstract (Background, methods etc)
- Page 6, before the second chapter the heading “The conceptual framework” is missing (before Carroll et al. [9] proposed a framework…)
- Page 8 before the last chapter: heading “Methods” is missing (before The multiple case study method will be used to investigate the implementation processes of….)
- All subheadings in the method section is missing, i.e Design of the study (before The multiple case study method will be used to investigate the implementation processes of three intervention studie…..), Descriptions of the cases, i.e., interventions (before All three interventions are complex in nature, including…..), The research team (before The author of the paper is the principle investigator), The evaluation plan (before An overall process evaluation plan was developed for this project…..), Data collection and analyses (before Data will be collected for each of the three intervention studies during…..) and Ethical approval (before Data collection in this project was included in the…..).
- “Discussion” (before the text The aim of this project is to systematically…..)
- “Competing interests” and “Acknowledgements”

best regards Henna Hasson